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ABOUT THIS BOOK
The aims of the book
This book is concerned with the basic procedures involved in serving food and
drink to customers at the table. Self-service forms of service-in other words where
the customers leave the table to collect the food, or proceed to the table having
collected the food-are dealt with in the companion title Servicecraft: Counter
Service Workbook. A third title, Servicecraft: Food and Beverage Service, deals
comprehensively with the theory and takes many of the issues explored in this
Workbook to greater depth.
The emphasis in this Workbook is quite simply that customers' needs come first.
This is the emphasis throughout the Mastercraft books and in the supporting
videos, particularly Servicecraft 1: Table Service and Customercraft: Keeping the
Customers Satisfied. Hotel and catering establishments exist to provide a service
to their customers. It makes little difference whether they are in a restaurant, hotel,
pub or leisure centre, at school or college, in hospital or an old person's home, or
whether the aim of the service is to make a profit (which will only happen if
customers come in sufficient numbers) or to meet budgets laid down by a national
or local authority.

How the book works
Servicecraft: Table Service Workbook is designed in units of work laid out on each
double page spread. Taking core facts and know-how as its points of departure,
each spread moves out towards

• application of skills in the workplace
• interesting and useful detail
• reflective points and reminders.
Every unit includes an activity TO DO, intended to help the reader gain a better
understanding and more personal experience of the topics covered.

The structure of the book
The first unit looks briefly at the customers in food service. The two Insight units
introduce the activities common to all styles of service and look at the fundamental
questions of food presentation and appearance.
Units 4 to 16 are all concerned with the 'how to', for the aim of the Mastercraft
Workbooks is to help the reader in his or her day-to-day activities.
With so many establishments now following a mixed-style of service-one based
on meeting the needs of their customers rather than a particular traditional styleit has been felt important to deal in these Method units with the procedures in
such a way that they can be applied to a variety of meal situations in a wide variety
of establishments. There is no distinction made between the service of lunch or
(evening) dinner, for example.
Those readers who are seeking Caterbase food and beverage qualifications for
the skills they use in their job on a day-to-day basis, or for new skills they wish to
acquire, will therefore find the book of direct assistance.
It will also help students studying for City and Guilds and SCOTVEC qualifications in food and beverage service.
The personal side of service is returned to in the two Customercraft units, 17
and 18. The final units deal with working efficiently, safely and hygienically.
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